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Chapter One
Ursula Jellyfin stood on the salt-stained planks of the
wooden boardwalk and watched as the submarine rose
majestically out of the ocean. Frothing sea foam ran
down its gleaming metal sides, which sparkled in the
sunshine. A waterproof flag hung dripping from the
flagpole at the rear, proudly displaying the crest of the
Ocean Squid Explorers’ Club.
‘Ready?’ the man beside her said. Ursula looked up
at Chief Jonah Briggs, a tall, gangly man, otherwise
known as Old Joe, who’d been her mentor for the
last five years. He had kind eyes but there was a
quiet sadness about him too. Joe had taught Ursula
everything he knew about engineering, which was a
whole lot. She hoisted the bag of equipment a little
further up her shoulder.
‘Ready, Joe,’ she said.
At twelve years old, Ursula was the youngest
submarine engineer employed by the South Seas
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Navigation Company and she loved it. Not only the
work but the fact that she got to live at the Ocean Squid
Explorers’ Club, with its sea-flower garden, jellyfish
nursery, buttery stacks of pirate pancakes and – best of
all – its gleaming fleet of beautiful submarines.
‘Brace yourself, missy,’ Joe said. He took a coin from
his pocket and began to flip it over his fingers, rolling
it over the knuckles in a ‘coin walk’. As Joe’s arthritis
got worse, he’d taken to practising his coin tricks more
often as a way to keep the strength and dexterity in his
fingers. ‘This submarine radioed ahead to say they have
a problem with the air supply,’ he told her. ‘Reading
between the lines I’d say that a flying swordfish got into
one of the vents and has been stinking the place out.’
No matter how many times the engineers explained
the problem to the explorers, it seemed they were
determined to use flying swordfish as darts in their
tournaments, and there was always one determined fish
that would go racing straight into a ventilation shaft
and get stuck.
‘That’s OK,’ Ursula replied. ‘I don’t mind the smell
of fish.’
The approaching submarine finally came to a halt
and the escape hatch on top burst open, hitting the
deck with a crash. There was an undignified exodus as a
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team of explorers pushed and shoved at one another in
their frantic eagerness to be off the vessel. Some of them
were quite red in the face as they slipped and slid down
the ladder, and one had gone an interesting purple
colour. The reek of sweating swordfish was strong, even
from where Ursula stood on the docks below.
‘Ah, the valets!’ the purple-faced explorer exclaimed,
seeing Ursula and Joe. ‘I hope you’ll be able to clear
up this mess. I should warn you, it’s quite dreadful
in there.’
‘We’re not valets, Captain Smitt,’ Joe replied
mildly. ‘We’re engineers from the South Seas
Navigation Company.’
‘What, the girl too?’ the explorer said. ‘Isn’t she a
bit young?’
‘I earned my first dolphin last month,’ Ursula said,
gesturing to the little brass dolphin badge that gleamed
on the top pocket of her coverall, identifying her as an
entry-level engineer.
‘Sir, this is the second time we have had to remove
a flying swordfish from the vents of your submarine,’
Joe said, switching from the coin walk to the triple
shuffle coin pass. ‘My memory’s not what it used to be,
I guess, but I’m fairly sure we warned you about this
before. The South Seas Navigation Company reserves
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the right to confiscate any of its subs if they’re not being
treated with due care. They’re awful particular like
that. Am I right, Ursula?’
‘You sure are, Joe,’ she said.
‘Oh, for heaven’s sake, it was quite accidental, I assure
you,’ Captain Smitt snapped. ‘Look, it’s been a trying
few days, I stink of fish, I can even taste it at the back
of my throat a bit, and I’m certainly not in the mood
for a lecture from an engineer of all people.’
He glanced self-consciously back at his waiting crew.
Ursula knew from experience that while some explorers
were brave, noble and decent, others were conceited,
insecure and shallow. Unfortunately, Captain Smitt
was one of the latter.
‘Especially not some old-timer,’ he went on. ‘Now
kindly do your job and fix the problem. Isn’t that what
we pay you people for, after all?’
Ursula bristled all over and felt heat rising to her
cheeks. ‘There’d be no Explorers’ Club without the
engineers,’ she said.
The captain looked down at her with a startled
expression, as if he’d forgotten she was there.
‘What’s that?’
Ursula lifted her chin slightly. ‘I said there’d be no
Explorers’ Club without the engineers,’ she repeated
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more loudly. She jabbed a thumb at her chest. ‘We’re
what keeps you safe when you’re all those miles under
the sea. Submarines are a marvel of technology – the
greatest marvel in the world. So maybe it wouldn’t kill
you to treat us with some respect.’
Captain Smitt stared at her for a long moment
before turning back to Joe. ‘Can’t you control your
apprentice, sir?’
With a final flick of the coin Joe slipped it back in
his pocket. ‘She controls herself just fine,’ he said. ‘Now
time’s a-wasting. We’d best get to that fish.’
‘See that you do,’ Captain Smitt snapped before
turning on his heel and marching off along the
boardwalk with the other explorers. Joe rubbed the
back of his neck and looked down at Ursula.
‘You’re a smart girl,’ he said. ‘Beats me why you’d ever
want to join that lot.’
Ursula shrugged. ‘They’re not all like him,’
she offered.
She made no secret of the fact that she’d dearly
love to be an explorer herself one day. Thanks to
Stella Starflake Pearl, the other explorers’ clubs were
all accepting girls now. It was only Ocean Squid
who were stubbornly sticking to the traditional rules
of membership.
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‘If you say so,’ Joe said. ‘Now, come on. That fish
won’t rescue itself.’
It took them the rest of the afternoon to find the
swordfish and drag it out. Having spent several days
stuck in the air system, it was pretty angry by the time
they got to it and it was only Joe’s fast reflexes that
prevented Ursula’s coveralls from getting slashed in
half. They released the fish up on deck and it flapped
off indignantly over the side of the sub to dive back into
the ocean with a loud plop!
‘Right,’ Joe said, brushing his hands together. ‘That’s
that until next time.’
Ursula looked up at him and saw that he seemed
tired. In the glow of the sunset Joe’s short hair looked
even greyer against his dark skin, his shoulders looked
bonier and the lines around his eyes were deeper. He
looked old all of a sudden, and Ursula felt a stab of
guilt. She knew that he would have retired by now if it
wasn’t for her.
‘Pack up the stuff and we’ll go clean up,’ Joe said.
Ursula gathered together the fish nets and pipe
cleaners they’d used to poke the fish out of the vent
and then followed Joe down the ladder to where his
brown-and-white dog, Mutt, lay waiting for them on
the boardwalk. He’d not been a young dog when Ursula
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arrived at the club with her explorer father five years ago,
and was quite elderly now, with an entirely grey muzzle.
‘Old dogs are the best dogs,’ Joe often said, and
Ursula certainly agreed.
She was giving Mutt a scratch behind the ears when
she noticed a telltale ripple in the ocean to the side of
the submarine and a brief glimpse of a fin. She’d know
it anywhere – it was Minty come to say hello. She
glanced quickly at Joe to see if he’d seen anything, but
he was retying a shoelace on his work boots.
‘You coming?’ he asked, straightening up.
‘In a minute,’ Ursula replied. ‘I just want to look back
at the club for a while.’
Joe shook his head and gazed out towards the
horizon. ‘You know I’m all for following your dreams,
missy,’ he said. ‘But only if they’ve got a chance of
coming true. If you want an old man’s advice, then I
say there’s no sense wasting your life pining away for
something that can never happen.’
Ursula knew he was talking about her failed attempt
to convince Sir Percival Ollivant Verne that she should
be allowed to join the club. Last week, when she had
finally gathered up her courage to ask the president
whether she might apply to join, he could not have
looked more appalled and turned her down flat.
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‘The Polar Bear Explorers’ Club allowed Stella
Starflake Pearl to join—’ she began.
‘Doesn’t matter,’ Joe said. He sighed. ‘Look, I’m
just trying to do you a kindness. Sometimes you
have to be realistic. Stella is an ice princess, you’re an
orphan. Stella’s pa is a respected explorer and, more
importantly, he’s got money coming out of his ears.
What have you got?’
Ursula wanted to say she wasn’t an orphan, that one
of her parents was in fact still alive, but this was a secret
she absolutely couldn’t share with anyone, not even Joe.
‘My dad was an explorer. And I’m a good engineer,’
she said instead. ‘That should count for something,
shouldn’t it?’
‘You’re an excellent engineer,’ Joe replied. ‘But that
will never be enough to get you into the club. And
you’ve got nothing else to bring to the bargaining table.’
Ursula bit her tongue. She did have something else
to bring to the bargaining table actually, but it was
part of her secret – the most important part of all. She
looked back at the clubhouse, full of maps and globes
and sea monsters and fascinating curiosities from the
Seventeen Seas, and to her dismay she felt tears prick
the back of her eyes. She wanted to be an explorer so
much that sometimes the thought of it kept her awake
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at night, lying in her cold, narrow bed, dreaming of
big adventures.
‘The Ocean Squid Explorers’ Club is the most
wonderful place in the world,’ Ursula said, meaning
every word. ‘I don’t care what it takes, I’m going to be
a member of it one day.’
Joe thrust his hands in his pockets with a sigh. ‘Well,
time will tell,’ he said. ‘But I won’t be around to see it.
When that day comes – if it ever comes – I’ll be long
gone to the Pineapple Islands. No people around for
miles. Just sand and surf and stars.’ He glanced down
at Mutt and said, ‘We’ll get there, won’t we, old boy?
If it’s ever safe to leave these beautiful submarines to
those idiot explorers.’
‘You can leave them with me,’ Ursula said. ‘I can look
after the submarines.’
She saw an emotion flash across Joe’s face – was it
worry? It was only there for a moment before he shook
his head and said, ‘Well, maybe you can and all. But
don’t hang around out here too long, all right? Those
tools need cleaning before bedtime.’
‘I know. I’ll make sure it’s done,’ Ursula said.
Joe nodded before whistling to Mutt and walking
down the boardwalk back to the club headquarters.
Ursula waited until he was out of sight before
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crouching down at the edge of the wooden planks and
dipping her hand into the cool ocean. A moment later a
smooth snout poked at her fingers as a dolphin popped
his head out of the water, greeting her with a series of
whistles and clicks.
‘Hello, Minty,’ Ursula whispered. ‘It’s always lovely
to see you, but you know I can’t talk to you here.
Someone might spot us.’
Dolphins were friendly, sociable creatures and it
wasn’t unusual for them to swim up to the club’s
boardwalks from time to time, or put on leaping,
acrobatic displays in the waves beyond. But if anyone
realised the extent of Ursula’s friendship with dolphins,
and this one in particular, then they might start
watching her more closely. And if they watched her
more closely, then they might discover her secret.
Ursula could never let that happen.
‘I’ll come and see you tonight,’ she said. ‘I promise.’
Minty tossed his head a couple of times and dived
back under the water, splashing playfully with his
tail as he vanished. Ursula was already smiling at
the thought of spending time with the dolphin later
as she straightened up and looked back at the club.
Fortunately, the explorers were all inside having their
dinner so no one had seen anything at all.
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Ursula had told Joe the truth, though, when she
said how much she loved the place. She knew that the
Jungle Cat Explorers’ Club had a big treehouse for their
headquarters and the Polar Bear Explorers’ Club had
some kind of igloo. She wasn’t sure about the Desert
Jackal or Sky Phoenix Explorers’ Clubs, but it didn’t
matter because none of them could possibly compare
with Ocean Squid as far as Ursula was concerned.
The club was positioned in the middle of the Jelly
Blue Sea on Turtle Island. The main building was
shaped like a gigantic starfish and perched right on
the edge of the shore. A couple of its arms extended
out over the sea itself and a network of boardwalks
on stilts spread into the water, creating docks for the
ships and submarines. Smaller outbuildings formed
the engineering bay and the staff quarters and the
engineering school. A forest of masts showed where
the expedition ships were docked on the other side of
the club. The whole place was filled with the smell of
fish from the sea-monster-trophy room, mixed in with
the sharp scent of Captain Ishmael’s harpoon-cannon
polish. The club had seemed big and a little scary to
Ursula when she’d first arrived, but it had quickly come
to feel like home.
Ursula took a moment to gaze at the starfish
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building resting on the white sand, breathing in the
scent of salt and shells, and basking in the sunset that
was turning the waves pink and golden and orange.
Then she grabbed her bag of tools and hurried to the
engineering school.
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